Best Manual Meat Grinders
Maybe you’re looking for the best manual meat grinder in the market but still not certain about
the technical and essential features to look for while buying. This comprehensive guide is
designed to help you for evaluating every aspect of a standard manual grinder so that you can
choose the best one for you.
Choosing the right manual grinder can be a difficult task if you aren’t familiar with the
compulsory features a standard grinder can offer. Maybe, you’ve been using one for a certain
period of time, or perhaps, you aren’t satisfied with the efficiency of your machine. Technically
speaking, it all depends on the core functionality and the manufacturing material that was used
in the process of manufacturing your grinder.
There are some manual meat grinders that are not only made for grinding meat, but also offers
diversified features such as vegetable grinding, or in some cases, grinding chicken bones. Now
you might be wondering, how come a manual meat grinder has this special ability to carry out
tasks such as grinding chicken bones? Well, that’s only because of the strong capacity and
durability of that grinder which can outperform most of the other tasks.
In this guide, we’re going to show you some of the best manual meat grinders in the market.
And the second half of this guide will contain a “buyer guide” that will help you to pick up the
right one for you. We have also made an FAQ section to answer your every potential question.
So let’s begin:

Best Manual Meat Grinders for your Kitchen
1. LEM Stainless Steel Clamp-on Hand Grinder
The Clamp-on Hand Grinder made by LEM is one of the best manual meat grinders available on
the market. It comes with one knife with three stuffing tubes and one stuffing star. The knife
itself is so sharp that you can easily grind almost all sorts of meat cuts along with other food.
Let’s explore some of the features offered by this grinder.

Features:
 Food Types: The LEM hand grinder offers a diversity of raw food and vegetables you can
grind easily on your kitchen. Although it’s specialized more in grinding raw meat, you
can easily grind all sorts of vegetables and food with it. Besides, the three stuffing tubes
allow you to stuff delicious sausages.

 Durability: The LEM manual meat grinder has heavy duty and highly polished stainless
steel finish which allows you to process meat without concerning about rust. Besides, it
also ensures more durability of the whole body. You can easily grind meat, chicken
bones and other raw food because of the sharp knives inside the grinder. Sometimes we
feel worried about the durability of our grinder, but this 8.65-pound grinder solves this
issue.
 Ease: This manual grinder offers a wide opening on the clamp which allows you to place
it on any table or countertop. Besides, the handles turn very smoothly so that you can
process your meat without putting much pressure.
 Cleanability: As it has a stainless steel finish, you can easily wash it without experiencing
any rust condition. Besides, it’s quite easy to clean because of the polished body.
 Accessories: The grinder features two stainless steel plates whereas one is coarse
3/8” and the other is fine 3/16”. You’ll also get three stuffing tubes of 1/2”, 3/4” & 7/8”
size respectively. These will help you to make delicious sausages of different size by
yourself. It also contains one stuffing star.
Pros:






Rust-resistant body made of stainless steel
Highly polished and Durable
Easy to clean
Offers a variety of different food to grind and mince
Comes with two plates and three stuffing tubes

Cons:


Some countertop might not be a perfect fit.

2. Weston Manual Tinned Meat Grinder and Sausage Stuffer
The Weston Manual Meat Grinder is a great choice for meeting all the daily and occasional
meat processing of your kitchen. It comes with three stuffing tubes and two steel plates. It has
a hover opening & nylon auger bearing. The rubber pads below the stands protect your
countertop from being damaged. If you’re looking for both durable and multi-functional
grinder, the Weston manual meat grinder can be a good choice for you. Let’s explore some of
the features offered by this grinder:

Features:
 Food Types: With the Weston manual grinder, you can perfectly process meat and
chicken on your kitchen. You’ll be able to grind them on both coarse and fine shapes. As
the grinder also comes with stuffing tubes, you can also mince different size sausages.
 Durability: The body of this grinder is fully made of cast iron and offers you extreme
durability for long time use. The full grinder weights about 23.1 pounds and has a Heavy
duty nylon auger bearing. Besides, it also offers a strong handle. The grinder plates are
also made of carbon steel so you don’t have to worry about its overall durability.
 Cleanability: The grinder has a disassemble feature so that you can effortlessly clean it
consistently after using. This makes the cleaning task much easier you.
 Accessories: The Weston manual grinder offers two steel plates of 4.5mm and 10mm in
sizes and three stuffing tubes range from 14, 19 & 20mm respectively. They allow you to
grind meat in different sizes and mince sausages according to your requirement.

Pros:






Durable and made of Cast Iron.
Easy to clean with a disassemble feature.
Rubber pads protect the countertop.
Heavy duty nylon auger bearing.
Offers two steel plates and three stuffing tubes.

Cons:


Requires a bit pressure on the handle.

3. The Three in one Manual Meat Grinder and Vegetable Mincer by Kitchen
Basics
This manual multi-functional grinder made by Kitchen basics is one of the best manual meat
grinders for any kitchen. It offers you a ton of foods to grind and mince. You can not only
process meat or chicken but also grind vegetable, beans or garlic. The three different size
funnels offer you to make perfect sausages. Let’s explore all the features of this grinder:

Features:
 Food Types: As you can see, it’ll let you grind meat, chicken, vegetables, beans or garlic
effortlessly within a short time. You can also crush nuts and make two types of pasta
with this grinder. Besides, you can also make delicious & different size sausages through
those stuffing tubes.
 Ease: The grinder is made from high-quality plastic and can be placed anywhere in the
kitchen or house. It weighs only about 1.9 pounds which means, you cake carry it to
anywhere you want including your family picnic.
 Cleanability: The grinder has an easy to clean “Dishwasher safe” facility which means
you can clean it effortlessly on your dishwasher. It saves you a lot of time and hassle.
 Accessories: The grinder comes with three different size sausage funnels which enable
you to make all sorts of sausages for your family.

Pros:





Portable and easy to carry.
Offers a bunch of food to grind and mince
Very easy to clean and dishwasher safe
Comes with three different size sausage funnels

Cons:


Light duty tool- not fully durable.

4. Gideon Hand Crank Manual Meat Grinder
The Gideon Hand crank manual can be an amazing and top quality manual meat grinder for
your kitchen. You can grind almost all kinds of food effortlessly with this grinder. The heavyduty plastic with portable feature makes it more convenient for you. Let’s look at some of the
features offered by this kit:

Features:
 Food Types: You can grind almost all kinds of food and meat including beef, chicken,
lamb, vegetables, garlic or fruits. This aesthetically designed tool can be useful to grind
your all sorts of meat and food with its sharp & stainless steel blades.
 Durability: The grinder is made from heavy-duty plastic material. So you’ll be worry-free
about its durability for years. Besides, it also has stainless steel blades and fine mincing
plates. It also offers a powerful suction base on the bottom which keeps it firmly
attached on the surface of your table or countertop.
 Ease: The grinder comes with a meat pusher that makes the grinding process much
more comfortable for you. Besides, the blades of this grinder are fully enclosed which
ensures the ultimate safety of your finger.
 Cleanability: The grinder is completely Dishwasher safe and very easy to clean. Just put
it on your dishwasher after disassembling the parts.

Pros:





Portable and easy to carry.
Offers a bunch of food to grind and mince
A powerful suction base on the bottom to place firmly
Dishwasher safe & easy to clean

Cons:


Takes a bit more pressure on coarse meat.

5. Chard HG-10 Manual Meat Hand Grinder
The HG -10 manual meat grinder by chard is a great choice for any kitchen. It offers tin-coated
& cast-iron body which makes it so much durable. You can easily grind all kinds of meat

alongside make delicious sausages with this grinder. Let’s look at all the features and benefits
offered by this tool:

Features:
 Food Types: This manual grinder is designed to grind your all types of meat including
beef, chicken, lamb and etc. As it comes with three different sausage filters, you can also
grind or mince sausages for your hamburger and meals.
 Durability: This grinder is made by strong tin-coated and cast-iron body which ensures
its durability from all aspects. Besides, the total weight of this tool is near 6.7 pounds.
 Ease: The grinder has rubber clamp pads below the stands which fully protect your table
or countertop from being damaged. Besides, the handles are very easy to turn.
 Cleanability: The disassembling feature of this grinder makes it so much convenient for
cleaning purposes. It also has a large thumb screw which can be easily opened to
remove the poly handle which also makes the cleaning process easier.
 Accessories: The grinder comes with three sausage stuffing tubes of 3/4”, 5/8” & 1/2”
respectively.

Pros:






Durable & made with cast iron.
Offers a wide range of food including sausage
Features rubber clamp pads to protect the surface
Easy to clean & disassemble feature
Comes with 3 different size stuffing tubes

Cons:


A bit difficult to crush chicken bones

6. Cypressshop Manual Hand Crank Mincer & Meat Grinder
Here comes a unique one! If you want a grinder that cannot only grind your meat but also make
noodles and mix essential food ingredients for cooking, the Cypressshop manual meat grinder is

for you. The grinder also comes with a stuffing filter to make delicious sausages. Let’s see all the
features offered by this grinder:

Features:
 Food Types: The Cypressshop hand crank mincer offers a diversity of food choices to
grind and mince. You can crush meat, chicken, lamb as well as vegetables. You can also
mince sausages with the stuffing tubes and mix necessary food ingredients with this
grinder. In fact, it also allows you to make noodles by yourself.
 Durability: This manual grinder is completely rust-resistant and durable. It has heavyduty bearings and offers a hand crank. The complete body of the grinder is around 1.43
lbs. and made with food grade materials that are completely safe for all kinds of food.
 Cleanability: This manual grinder has an easy to clean & disassembling feature which
allows you to separate all the parts & approach all areas.
 Accessories: The Cypressshop also comes with a stuffing filter which you can use to
make delicious sausages.

Pros:





Offers a diversity of food to grind and mince
Durable and rust-resistant
Easy to clean and disassemble facility
Comes with stuffing filter to make sausages

Cons:


Not features any surface protector

7. Manual Meat Grinder & Pasta Maker by Useful.
The Manual Meat Grinder & Pasta Maker made by Useful can be an amazing choice for your
home kitchen. It’s portable, light-weight and beautiful. It comes with two different grinding
plates. This compact, easy to use grinder is very much convenient to carry anywhere. Let’s look
at all the features offered by this tool:

Features:
 Food Types: The grinder not only has the ability to grind meat items but also can make
amazing pasta from your home.
 Ease: The grinder only weighs about 1.46 pounds which allow you to carry it to
anywhere you want including your family picnic.
 Cleanability: This beautiful manual meat grinder has easy to clean feature and can be
disassembled. You can easily separate all the parts to clean them right away after use.
 Accessories: The grinder comes with two grinding plates which you can use to grind
meat of both coarse & fine size.

Pros:





Portable & easy to carry
Built-in pasta maker
Easy to clean & disassemble facility
Comes with two different grinding plates

Cons:


A bit difficult for meat with fat

8. SOLOOP Hand Crank Manual Meat Grinder
If you want an amazing and unique light-weight manual grinder that you can carry anywhere,
the SOLOOP Manual is the right option for you. This amazingly designed and powerful grinder
can crush your all sorts of meat, fish & vegetables. Here are all the features offered by this
grinder:

Features:
 Food Types: The SOLOOP Hand Grinder allows you to grind all types of meat and fish
including beef, chicken or lamb. Another cool feature is you can crush onion & pepper
with vegetables through this meat grinder.
 Durability: This 2.5-pound manual meat grinder is made from heavy-duty plastic and
has high-quality stainless steel blades on the plate. This ensures durability and efficiency
while grinding any meat or food.
 Ease: The handle of this grinder is very easy to swirl and has a powerful suction base on
the bottom which allows it to keep stay on the surface firmly.
 Cleanability: The grinder is extremely easy to clean. You can just apply warm soapy
water all over it and it will subsequently ready to use for the next time.

Pros:





Durable plastic and stainless steel blade
Portable & easy to carry
Features a suction base to stay firmly
Easy to clean

Cons:


Difficult to crush strong items like chicken bones

9. Manual Meat Grinder Set by Simple Being
Alike the name suggests this simply designed but powerful manual grinder can be the right
choice if you’re looking for a light-weight but durable grinder. This tool is made from heavyduty plastic and has stainless steel on the blades. You can not only grind meat and chicken but
also crush vegetables or herbs as per your requirement. Let’s look at all the amazing features
offered by this grinder:

Features:
 Food Types: This grinder lets you grind all kinds of meat including beef, chicken, lamb &
etc. You can also grind vegetables, fruits, garlic, peanuts and all kinds of herbs with this
grinder.
 Efficiency: The grinder features stainless steel blades that have the ability to carry out
all difficult meat processing tasks efficiently. Besides, its powerful suction base keeps it
firmly on any countertop.
 Ease: The whole grinder is very light and easy to carry anywhere. It weighs only about
2.03 pounds and features a meat pusher that keeps your fingers away from the blade.
The blades are fully enclosed which ensures more safety.
 Cleanability: The grinder is complete “Dishwasher safe” and easy to clean. You can
easily disassemble the parts and clean it after every use.

Pros:





Cons:

Offers a wide range of food to grind or mince
Portable & easy to carry
Features powerful suction base
Dishwasher safe & easy to clean



Less Durable

10. TOPULORS Manual Meat & Vegetable Grinder
The Last one on our top rated list, this light-weight kit is designed for you if you’re looking for a
manual grinder that can perform all the major tasks of a heavy-duty grinder while being
compact & portable. It can grind meat, chicken and also mince all type of vegetables with its
sharp blades. Let’s explore all the features offered by this grinder:

Features:
 Food Types: This small kit has the capability to grind your all sorts of meat including
beef, chicken, and lamb etc. Besides, it can also crush your vegetables and other food
within a short time.
 Ease: Although it weighs only 2 pounds, it has a powerful suction base. The blades are
made of stainless steel and can effortlessly crush all kinds of meat and vegetables. They
are made from food grade steel and ensure the healthiness of your meal.
 Cleanability: The grinder is quite effortless to disassemble. You can easily separate all
the parts and clean it consistently after use.
 Accessories: The grinder comes with a meat pusher. This enables you to be more safety
and prevent your fingers away from the blade.

Pros:





Offers a diversity of food to grind and mince
Light-weight & easy to carry
Made with food grade plastic
Comes with a meat pusher

Cons:


A bit difficult to approach rotor area while cleaning

How to Find the Best Manual Meat Grinder for your Kitchen?
Now, we all know that there are hundreds of other manual meat grinders made by different
brands are available on the market. But selecting the right one can be sometimes a challenging
task for us if we aren’t familiar with all the technical and essential aspects of a standard grinder.
Consequently, we buy the wrong one and get disappointed very shortly.
So in order to eliminate this problem, we have designed this comprehensive guide for you, so
that you can have an effective and professional knowledge about all the essential features of a
standard manual meat grinder before buying. Now, we will talk about some of the most crucial
aspects you must consider while selecting the perfect grinder for you. So let’s begin:

The Body Material
There are a handful number of manual grinders in terms of their body material. But steel and
plastic are in the most common category. Most of the heavy duty grinders are made from
stainless steel whereas some other portable grinders that are made from pure plastic. Now let’s
see some of the essential aspects you must consider before choosing a steel or plastic manual
grinder for you:
 If the grinder is made of steel, you have to make sure the whole body and their blades
are made of “stainless steel”. Because sometimes a grinder may only have certain parts
made of stainless steel and your grinder may subsequently become rusty after using a
couple of times. So you’ve to make sure all the parts of the grinder including the blades
are made of stainless steel.
 Check the durability of the blade first. Sometimes, the blade of a manual grinder may
not be capable enough to squeeze the coarse pieces of meat. Subsequently, it breaks
out after experiencing a mass pressure from the side.
 If the manual grinder is made of pure plastic, you have to make sure it’s made of heavyduty plastic and has sharp blades. We all know that plastic made manual grinders are
very much handy because of their portability and weight. But as a grinder must retain a
strong capability to perform professional meat processing, the quality of the body
material shouldn’t be overlooked by us.
 If you want to buy a steel made manual meat grinder, make sure it has rubber clamp
pads below the stands. Because it will help to protect your surface or countertop on
which you will place the grinder.

 Cast-Iron made manual grinders can also be a great choice. They pretty much have the
same durability as the stainless steel and are easier to clean.

Multi-functionality
Now you might be wondering, how come I find a multi-functional manual meat grinder? Well,
it’s not fully about the “functionality” or features a grinder can offer. It’s more about how
many types of food we can be able to grind on that machine. So if we summarize this point, if
you have a multi-functional grinder you can squeeze almost all sorts of food. Now let’s explore
the appraisal checklist:
 The funnel should be a bit wider so that you can put almost all sizes of meat and food. In
addition, a standard size is always acceptable unless it’s too much wide or short.
 There are some stainless steel heavy duty grinders that can also perform tasks such as
grinding chicken bones or coarse slices of meat. Whereas, most of the plastic made
grinders only offer basic meat grinding. So you can always look for its peak potential &
durability whether it can perform such tasks.
 If you want to mince sausage, look for whether the manual grinder comes with stuffing
tubes or not. A grinder that has this facility generally comes with two or more different
size sausage tubes.
 You can also see the features whether the grinder also processes vegetables and nuts.
There are many grinders that also have this feature apart from meat grinding.

Additional Accessories
Now we have to see how many accessories are offered by the manual meat grinder.
Accessories are absolutely important because it allows you to process meat over different sizes
and also mince other types of food like making sausage. Let’s see some of the points to
remember:
 Typically most of the manual meat grinders should come with two or more plates. They
can range from 4 mm to 10 mm in size whereas the first stand for fine mincing and the
second is for coarse mincing. These allow us to grind the meat as per our size
requirement and according to the meal, we’re going to cook.
 The grinder should also come with one or more stuffing tubes. You can easily stuff
sausages with the help of these tubes.
 Some grinders come with a meat pusher which is also essential to ensure the safety of
your hands while processing. It keeps your hands away from the blades and helps you to
push the meat as long as it goes fully through the blades.

Ability to Wash:
One of the most challenging tasks of using a manual meat grinder is to clean it consistently
after use. Sometimes it becomes harder to approach a certain part of a grinder for not having
the disassembling feature. Others maybe have the facility to clean without necessarily
separating the parts. Now let’s explore some of the features we must look inside a manual
grinder in order to ensure its cleanability:
 As we’ve discussed earlier, if you’re buying a steel made grinder, firstly make sure all the
parts are made of pure stainless steel. Otherwise, washing it might even cause it to
become rusty which is very much frustrating.
 The steel made grinder should have wide opening or disassembling facility so that you
can wash it consistently after use. Not-to-mention, it also keeps your food healthy and
hygienic.
 Some heavy-duty plastic made grinders have “Dishwasher safe” feature which makes
them quite easier for you to clean. Simply look for the features before buying. They
must also have the disassembling facility for manual washing.

Safety:
Now we’ll talk about some of the safety features that should include on your manual meat
grinder. We all know the importance of being safe while conducting any work. And, meat
processing is definitely not different from that. But it doesn’t always have to be physical;
sometimes we use some machine or tools that can harm our other accessories or furniture.
Let’s look at some of the safety signals we must look for while selecting our perfect grinder:
 If you’re buying a stainless steel manual grinder, chances are they should have three or
more stands that can hold it on a table or countertop. You have to make sure they are
covered with rubber pads because; the pressure and weight from the grinder can make
damage to the surface of your table or countertop.
 A manual meat grinder which comes with a meat pusher is always preferable because it
keeps your hand or fingers away from the blade and ensures more safety.
 Some portable grinders that have a strong suction base allow them to stay firmly on the
surface of a table or countertop.

Price:
Now, before talking about the price, we all know that there are some electric grinders can cost
hundreds of dollars. But according to our comprehensive survey, we found that manual meat
grinders are much more affordable and offer more convenient features than the electric ones.
You can find them on less than a hundred dollar. Now let’s explore some of the exclusive
benefits of using manual meat grinders:

 You can find them more affordable than the electric ones. The price starts from $22
and goes up to $100 which is absolutely a budget-friendly expense for a heavy duty
non-electric grinder.
 Most of them have disassembling privilege which enables you to consistently wash
them after use. Some of them are also “Dishwasher Safe” which is extremely
convenient for cleaning.
 You can carry most of them to anywhere as they are portable and require no
electricity.

Why Choosing the Best Manual Grinder is So Important for you?
If you’ve gone through the whole guide, you may have discovered some of the amazing benefits
of the top manual meat grinders available on the market. Maybe, you’ve used one before. Or
maybe, you’re going to buy your first one. In both cases, let’s learn about some of the crucial
reasons why it is so much important for you to choose the best one:
 A good manual meat grinder will make your meat processing much easier and effortless
for you. You can be able to grind a bulk amount of meat or vegetables within a short
period of time and without pushing a lot of pressure on the machine.
 A good manual meat grinder is rust-resistant and made with food grade materials. This
allows your food to stay healthy and hygienic and prevents from any potential germ or
bacteria.
 You can enjoy the durability of the grinder along with its sharp blades which will last for
years without being broken or damaged.
 They are extremely easy to clean. You can separate or approach the necessary parts for
cleaning purposes which also prevents you from a lot of hassle.
 They are safe for your hands along with the surface where they will be placed.
 You can do multiple tasks with them. Some basic manual grinders only offer meat
grinding. However, you can grind almost anything with a good manual grinder which
undoubtedly makes it an essential appliance for your kitchen.

Maintenance of your Manual Meat Grinder
Now we’ll learn about some of the exclusive maintenance strategies for your manual meat
grinder. Meat grinders are one of the most essential appliances of your kitchen. Maintaining it
regularly can increase its durability. Besides, cleaning your grinder regularly can keep your food

more healthy and avoid them from germ or bacteria. Let’s consecutively explore all the
essential strategies for maintaining your grinder:
 Clean your meat grinder immediately after use: Usually, when you crush some meat
with your manual grinder, they usually left some oil and grease on the blades. It
subsequently passes all the areas of your grinder and become dry and crusted after a
short time. So it is recommended for you to clean the parts before it happens.
 Grind some bread through the plates: This will help to absorb all the oil and grease left
by the meat. You can do it before disassembling and cleaning the grinder.
 Clean it with warm water and & dish detergent: Before washing your manual grinder,
take a bucket full of warm water and put some dish detergent. Now, disassemble all the
parts of your grinder & soak them on the bucket. Wait for 15 minutes. It will remove all
the remaining oil and grease from the parts.
 Use bottlebrush to clean the blades: After soaking for fifteen minutes use a sponge to
scrub all the parts. But be careful while cleaning the blades. It may cut your finger
because of its sharpness. Use bottlebrush to clean those blades. And don’t forget to
scrub the parts thoroughly.
 Use food grade mineral oil to prevent rust: When you are done with the cleaning
process, dry all the parts completely. Now, you can fill in a bottle with some food grade
mineral oil and spray it on all over the parts. This will help them to stay rust free for
longer.
 Store the parts individually on sealable plastic bags: Now you should find some
sealable plastic bags and store all the parts separately on them. You can also add some
rice to each bag which will help to absorb all potential moisture.
 Store them on a refrigerator (if possible): Your parts will stay better in cold condition. If
possible, you can keep them on your refrigerator which is also a great idea. But we do
realize that it will eat an awful amount of space from your refrigerator. So instead of
keeping them for long, you can dry your parts first and then place them on your
refrigerator for about an hour. It will definitely enhance the performance of your
manual meat grinder right away after bringing them back for use.

Frequently Asked Questions
What’s the core benefit of using a manual meat grinder?
Manual meat grinders have the ability to process a bulk amount of meat slices within a short
period of time and without pushing a lot of energy.
How can I choose the right manual meat grinder for me?
It actually depends on your need. There are some strongly durable and multi-functional manual
grinders that are made of stainless steel. You can find them extremely useful. Besides, if you
want a grinder to carry anywhere with having all the features, check out the list of our best

manual meat grinders where we have talked about some of the best high-quality & food-grade
plastic made grinders.
Can I grind anything with a manual meat grinder?
Not actually. It depends on the capability of the grinder. Some strong manual grinders may also
grind chicken bones and fat meat. You can check the list again to learn about some of them.
Where can I find the best manual meat grinder?
You can find it after applying all the evaluation steps we’ve talked about in the buyer guide.
Besides, all the manual grinders we brought in this guide are the best among the others.
How much price should I pay for a manual meat grinder?
A standard manual grinder would cost you around $20 to $80. But it’s always better to consider
the features & benefits more than the price.
How long does a manual meat grinder last?
A well-maintained manual grinder can last for years if you consistently maintain it after use.

Conclusion
Finally, we believe that our guide has helped you to choose the best manual meat grinder for
your kitchen while getting some extensive knowledge on buying the right one. In addition, we
have shown you some of the best manual meat grinders available on the market. We believe
you also got some effective strategies on maintaining your grinder for a long time. Thanks for
reading the whole post. Stay tuned with us for having more info-guides like this. We appreciate
your presence.

